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Shri Neeraj Bansal, Chairman-in-charge JNPT receiving the award from Shri C. R. Chaudhary, Hon’ble Minister of
State for Commerce and Industry and Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution in the presence of other
dignitaries

 JNPCT awarded for maintaining low dwell time
 JNPT recognised for playing a lead role in setting up Logistics Data Bank
Mumbai, January 24: Jawaharlal Nehru Port Container Terminal-the Port owned Container Terminal was awarded
for its exemplary performance in maintaining low dwell time for handling their EXIM containers (both Rail and Road
bound) by DLDS (DMICDC Logistics Data Services Ltd). JNPCT has consistently cleared majority of it’s Truck bound
containers in minimal time, for both Export and Import cycle which showcases efficient planning and optimization of
resources.
JNPT was also recognised for playing a pivotal role in the launch of DMICDC’s Logistics Databank Project across its
Port Terminals. JNPT, is the first port in the country to have implemented Logistics Data Bank Tagging of containers.
The tracking which happens on almost real time- basis allows the importer/exporter to track the shipments during
the entire transit from the origin of the cargo till the final destination. JNPT launched LDS as a part of ‘Ease of Doing
Business’ initiatives in June 2017.
Accepting the award on behalf of JNPT, Shri Neeraj Bansal, Chairman-in-charge said,” JNPT, in its journey to become
a world class maritime hub has always promoted innovation and usage of technology for bringing in radical

changes and efficiencies and providing LDS service is one of the many ease of doing steps measures aimed at
empowering the EXIM trade.”
JNPT has received many accolades in recent past for reducing the dwell time and efficient movement of traffic
resulting in significant saving in terms of costs and time for the EXIM community.
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